Welcome!!!!
Body by Obona LLC
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How to bring people into the box
Pay Scale

Body by Obona LLC
I have been helping people for
15 years to meet their fitness
goals.

Started Body by Obona LLC in
2016

Fastest Growing Company in 2017!!!!!
Over 7500 clients
worldwide

Apps You Need:
Pages Manager
WIX
PayPal
Facebook

What is the “Box”

The box is where we keep all of our clients
information! We talk to the clients and sign up
new clients in the box. If someone signs up on
the website or from Instagram, it is important
we get them to the box so they can be properly
flagged and receive their program. This is
CRUCIAL!!!

How to bring someone into the box..
To bring someone
into the box from a
comment, you
simply press
“Message”. When
you message them it
will automatically
populate in the box.
If it says “See
Response” that
means somebody
has already
messaged them.

Our Packages
Plan A:
Weight Loss Meal
Plan
Normally: $139 but
for instant sign up
the price is $99

Plan D:
Combo of Meal
Plan and Workout
Regimen
Normally: $199 but
with instant sign up
the price is $149

Plan B:
At Home
Workout
Regimen
Normally: $169
but for instant
sign up the price
is $119
Plan E:
Combo of Meal
Plan and Gym
Regimen
Normally: $219
but with instant
sign up the price
is $159

Plan C:
Gym Regimen
Normally: $315
but with instant
sign up the price
is $139

EVERYTHING!!!
Meal Plan, At
Home Regimen
ANDDD Gym
Regimen
Normally: $499 but
with instant sign up
the price is $199

Commitment Form
If a client is not able to make a full
payment at that time, we offer
them the option to put a deposit
down on their program to secure
the promotional pricing. If they put
a deposit down they will fill out a
commitment form for the balance.
If they are unable to make a
deposit they can still fill out the
commitment form to secure the
pricing. The link for the form is
found in the templates. This is also
referred to as a “Docusign” (to the
clients it is always referred to as a
commitment form)

Flagging and Labels
The labels are the MOST important part of the box. This tells us who
sold the package, what package our client bought, did they pay in full, their
email address, and anything we should know about this client. This is all
covered in detail in the videos you are about to watch. Below are some
examples of labels you will use frequently:

Messaging Clients and Templates
1

3
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When inside the box you click on
whichever client you want to talk with.
There is a template created for almost
everything!! To access it:
*Press the message button at the bottom.
It will pull up part of a List
*Press the dotted button at the bottom
left and it will populate the templates.
*Choose the one you want and hit send!!

Template Responses
Knowing what to send and when to send it is important…. Here are a few examples of what to
send
The next slide will advise when to send them….

Template Responses (Continued)
On the previous slide are standard conversations with a client after they have signed up! Most
of the time they will be in the box already so they will not message you “I signed up”. If you
are working the box and you get the message “I signed up” then you need to send a text to
the MoneyTeam Chat saying “(their name) box”.
The final steps in the process are:
1.Send them a screenshot of their receipt or docusign.
2. Send them either the Once Payment Completed Template OR the Docusign Just
Completed Template. This template will ask for their email.
3. Make sure you put the email address into the notes section.
4. After you save the email in the notes and the client completes the nutritional evaluation,
you will send the Full Payment Closure (if they PIF), the Docusign Closure template(if they
only completed a docusign), or the Balance Closure (if the client made a deposit). These
templates explains that it takes up to 3 days to get their plan and invites them to join the
client forum. (They will receive the plan once they are PIF)
5. IF the client purchased a workout regiment, whether it be the home regiment, gym
regiment, combo, or everything package, you will then send them the fitness evaluation
template.
6. Once a client sends their fitness evaluation results, save those in the notes and put their
name in the Fitness Results group chat.
**You will be added to the group chats once you start hands on training**

Frequently Asked Questions
*A lot of clients will ask about the protein shakes in their plans. Isopure is what we
recommend. For a female, they CANNOT exceed 30g of protein per scoop. The protein
needs to be 100% Whey. If you're unsure as to the protein shake they are asking about, ask
for a picture of the back of the label and google the type of protein to see if it is sufficient.
*If a docusign is declined, you send a screenshot of the payment being denied and ask the
client when they will be able to pay the balance on their plan.
*We DO NOT sell a meal plan to a client who is Breast Feeding or Pregnant. They can
purchase a Prenatal Workout Regiment.
*NEVERRRRR contact Obona unless its a true emergency!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Summary
This has been a brief overview of Body by Obona
and how to work the box. On the next slide you
will find a link for tutorial videos that will go into
further detail on what I have explained thus far.
There is a quiz at the end so PLEASEEEEEEE
take notes and take this seriously!!!!!

Watch Video’s
https://www.bodybyobonallc.com/career

